FC20X24 Narrow Flip Door Pullout Cabinet
A Narrow '20 Series' Cabinet
Like all pullout cabinets, FC20X24 features a series of slots. Sliders or brackets snap
into the slots and optional shelves or mini drawers snap onto the sliders or brackets.
It will carry your electronic components, laptop or printer and can act as a power
station for all things that need to be charged. It is sized exactly like our narrow 3drawer cabinet and will line up with any of our 20.5" high cabinets. FC20X24 holds
a single stack of components and has 16.5" of available vertical height when used
with a stationary base shelf or 14.5" of available height when a pullout shelf is used.
There is a generous wiring cutout at the back. FC20X24 will also accommodate six
mini drawers making it a very useful and versatile storage or parts cabinet.
Narrow shelves and mini drawers are sold separately.
FC20X24 is available in our standard width version as FDCAB20 and works just
like our standard width pullout cabinets. Line it up next to any ‘20 Series’ cabinet to
reach any width or stack FC20X24 with any narrow cabinet to reach the desired
height. Optional mini drawers and pullout and stationary shelves provide the
flexibility to create versatile AV or computer setups - with keyboard trays and rollout
work surfaces right where you want them. An optional
key lock is available. Finish it off with a metal or
mica top. Add legs for lift or wheels for mobility.

Above, FC20X24 is
on top of an M3D20X24
with a mica top

FC20X24 can hold up
to six mini drawers
Shown here next to MC3D20, on legs with a metal top

FEATURES
- Flip door keeps electronics dust-free and out of sight
- Flip door is out of the way when the cabinet is open
- Available with key lock for added safety and security
- Series of slots accept optional shelves or drawers
- Provides dust free space efficient storage
- Adjustable feet levelers provide stability and lift the
cabinet off the floor. The levelers rest in dimples
topside for positive positioning when stacking
- Includes hardware for connecting when stacking
- Large rear wiring cutout fitted with plastic bushing
- Available in 18 powder coat colors.

MATCHING CABINETS
FC20X24 is the same height and depth as standard width cabinets;
MC3D20, MC2D20, COM2D20, CAB20 and FDCAB20. It
shares the exact dimensions of the following narrow cabinets M3D20X24, M2D20X24, and CH20X24. This is useful when
designing configurations or a desk where things need to line up.
SPECIFICATIONS
Weight: 30 lb
Cabinet Dimension: 23.5" W x 14.5" H x 20" D
Inside Dimension: 21.5 " W x 11.5" H x 19" D
Construction: 18 & 22 ga cold rolled steel
Finish: Baked on powder coat in 18 colors
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